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INTRODUCTION 
In a remarkable series of papers [ 1 l- 151 Sato et al. developed a large 
body of new results in the theory of Clifford groups and monodromy 
preserving deformations of linear differential equations. This work was then 
applied to a variety of problems including the Riemann-Hilbert problem 
and the two-dimensional Ising model. In particular, they obtained a gener- 
alization to the n-point functions of the result of Wu et al. [5] that the scaled 
two-point function for the two-dimensional Ising model is expressible in 
terms of Painleve transcendents. 
The present paper is devoted to an exposition of some of the results in 
[l l] and to infinite-dimensional generalizations. In [ 1 l] Sato, Miwa and 
Jimbo (SMJ henceforth) develop a symbol calculus for finite-dimensional 
Clifford groups. A by-product of this calculus is some interesting formulas 
for the values of Fock states on products in the Clifford group. Applying 
these finite-dimensional formulas to the two-dimensional Ising model, they 
obtain series expansions for the correlations closely related to the formulas 
discovered in McCoy et al. [7]. The relevant vector space for the two- 
dimensional Ising model is infinite dimensional, so that, strictly speaking, 
the finite-dimensional formulas do not apply. Of course, SMJ are aware of 
this difficulty. Their strategy in [ 121 for the solution of the Riemamr-Hilbert 
problem is to use the finite-dimensional results in [ll] to suggest formulas 
for infinite-dimensional analogs and then to independently verify that the 
formulas they obtain in this fashion have all the right properties. The 
analysis of the Ising model in [14, 151 is in much the same spirit. In 
particular, while they establish the convergence of their series expansions for 
the n-point functions (at large separation), they are not concerned with 
control of the convergence to the thermodynamic or scaling limits. The final 
section of the present paper contains results for products in infinite- 
dimensional spin representations that permit a more direct attack on such 
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convergence problems. In a sequel to this paper [9] these results are used to 
establish new formulas for the two-dimensional Ising correlations and to 
prove convergence of the scaling limit from above and below the critical 
temperature. A principal motivation for this paper and the sequel [9] is to 
provide the foundation for a presentation of the elegant SMJ [ 141 analysis of 
correlations in which the important order-disorder correlations are well 
controlled limits of simply defined lattice correlations and in which the 
coefficients in the local expansions of such order-disorder correlations are 
rigorously identified as scaled n-point functions. 
The formulas we obtain in this paper for the expectations of products in 
spin representations are regularized determinants of Schmidt class perturba- 
tions of the identity on a Hilbert space. In applications to the convergence 
of the infinite volume and scaling limits these formulas have some ad- 
vantages over the infinite series expansions in [7, 151. In particular, continu- 
ity results for the determinant [19] may be applied directly, resulting in 
considerable simplifications. Another advantage of these determinant for- 
mulas is that the cluster property of the correlations turns out to be a simple 
direct consequence of the multiplicative property of the determinant. 
The first two sections of this paper are devoted to two important results 
from [ 1 l] (namely, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4) with new proofs. I should qualify 
what I mean by “new.” The principal tools for the proofs are the introduc- 
tion of the deformation space W(A) and the use of general Q functionals (or 
K norms in [ 111). Both of these ingenious techniques are due to SMJ. Our 
contribution has been to supply more details for the proofs, and we have 
reformulated the theory so that the role of the representations of the 
Clifford algebra is emphasized. This is particularly important for infinite- 
dimensional generalizations, where the representation theory is not trivial 
and must be taken into account to obtain useful results. The parameteriza- 
tion of the relevant functionals by Q rather than K is also new and provides 
some clarification in addition to easing the transition to infinite dimensions. 
We conclude this introduction with some remarks concerning the differ- 
ent setting of the results in this paper and the results in [ 111. In SMJ [I l] 
complex vector spaces W with a nondegenerate complex bilinear form ( *, 0) 
are the natural objects. Although the symmetric form (. , -) is natural to 
consider in dealing with Clifford algebras it is technically useful to note that 
every finite-dimensional complex vector space W with a nondegenerate 
complex bilinear form (. , .) derives from a complex Hilbert space W with a 
distinguished conjugation P. To be more explicit, there is a unique positive 
definite hermitian inner product (. , .) on W with the property that there 
exists a conjugation (relative to (e, e)) for which (m, .) = (0, P.). For 
reasons having to do with representation theory our results in infinite 
dimensions will be exclusively for complex Hilbert spaces with distinguished 
conjugations. 
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There are a number of discrepencies of notation between [l l] and the 
present work. In particular I would like to point out that the matrix denoted 
by R in [ 1 l] and the matrix denoted by R here differ by a factor of P. 
1 
Let X be a finite-dimensional vector space with a symmetric positive 
definite inner product s( -, e). The real Clifford algebra, Q YC), is an 
associative algebra with identity that contains X. It is generated by the 
identity, 1, and the elements of X subject to the relations e,e2 + e2e, = 
s(e,, e,)l(e,e, E X). Let {e,} be an orthonormal basis for X and for each 
set of indices {i, . . mi,} innaturalorder 1 Si, <iZ...<im IdimXput 
e(i) = e,, . . *eim. If m = 0 put e(0) = 1. The set of e(i) (m I dim%) is 
then a basis for e(x) and if A = &z(i)e( i) we write Tr(A) = a( 0) and 
A* = Zia(i)eim . * ae,,. The trace, Tr A, is independent of the choice of 
orthonormal basis {e,} and * is the unique involution on 6?(X) that 
extends the identity on X. 
The complex Clifford algebra over 3c is the algebra of sums Z,a(i)e(i) 
with complex coefficients u(i). It is natural to think of it as generated by the 
elements of the complexification, W of X. Here W is the vector space 
X @ X with complex structure i = y 
[’ I 
-i and hermitian inner product 
def 
(w,, w2) = s(w,, w2) - is(iw,, wz). If we regard w,, w2 E W as elements of 
the complex Clifford algebra then w,w2 + wzwl = (w,, Pw2) 1, where 
p= 1 
[ I 
-y . Since P* = I and (Pw,, Pw2) = (w2, w,) the operator P is a 
conjuiation on IV. As in [3] we write e(IV, P) for the complex Clifford 
algebra over X. Note that X is the + 1 eigenspace of the distinguished 
conjugation P on W. The trace on e( W, P) is the complex linear extension 
of the trace on e(X) and * on (?( W, P) is the conjugate linear extension of 
* on e(x). The map P on W extends to a conjugation on e( W, P), which 
we denote with a bar. Thus if A = Zu(i)e(i) then A= Za(i)e(i), where 
a(i> is the usual complex conjugate of u(i). 
Suppose w E W such that (w, Pw) # 0; then w is invertible in e( W, P) 
and k?(W, P) 3 A + WAW-’ is an automorphism of e( W, P). Restricted to 
W this automorphism is O(w)24 = -24 + 2(( U, W)/( w, W))w. The map 
- O(w) is the P-orthogonal reflection in the hyperplane {U I( U, G) = O}. We 
say a map is P-orthogonal (or sometimes just complex orthogonal) if it 
preserves the complex symmetric bilinear form (w,, Z2). By the Cartan- 
Dieudonnt theorem [22] every P-orthogonal T on W is the product of 
reflections O(w,) . . * O(w,). The element g = w, * . . w, is invertible in 
e(W, P) and the automorphism C?(W, P) 3 A --f &Ag-’ is the P-orthogonal 
T when restricted to W. Thus for each P-orthogonal T there exists g E 
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e(w, P) such that gwg -’ = Tw for w E W. We will write G(W) for the 
group of invertible g E e(JV, P) such that gwg-’ = T(g)w for w E Wand 
some P-orthogonal T(g) on W. 
To simplify matters we now specialize to the consideration of even- 
dimensional X. Throughout the rest of this paper when X is finite dimen- 
sional it is assumed to be even dimensional. 
When X is even dimensional 6?(X) is known to be a simple algebra [l]. 
Thus if two invertible elements g, and g, induce the same automorphism of 
e(FV, P) then we must have g, = ag, for some (Y E C. It follows that if g, 
and g, are elements of G(W) such that T(g,) = T(g,) then g, = ag,. 
Therefore every g E G(W) is a product wn * . . w, for some wi E W(i = 
1 ,.‘., n). The map w(g) = g.g* = l’ly= lwt is easily seen to be a group 
homomorphism from G(W) to the multiplicative group C \ 0. The complex 
number nr( g) is called the spinor norm of g E G(W). 
Next we describe the Fock representations of 6?(x). These representa- 
tions are naturally parameterized by complex structures on X. A complex 
structure, A, on X is a real orthogonal map such that A2 = - 1. Of course, 
X must be even dimensional to have a complex structure. With “multiplica- 
tion by \/--T” given by A and the hermitian inner product (e, f) = s(e, f) 
- is(Ae, f) the space X may be regarded as a complex Hilbert space 
(X, A). The A-Fock representation of e(X) lives on A(%, A), the A- 
complex alternating tensor algebra over (X, A). The generators of the 
A-Fock representation are 
F(e) = 2-‘12(a*(e) + a(e)) e E X, 
where a*(e) and a(e) are the standard creation and annihilation operators 
on A( X, A). The operator a(e) is a conjugate linear function of e E (X, A) 
and the adjoint a*(e) is consequently a linear function of e E (X, A). For 
all e E X, a(e)1 = 0, where 1 = 1 @3 0 @ 0 . . . E A( X, A) is the vacuum 
vector, and for all e, f E X: 
a*(e)a(.f) + a(f = (e, f)I. 
The details of this construction can be found in [2]. 
The map F extends in an i-linear fashion to a representation of the 
generator elations for the complex Clifford algebra fL?( W, P): 
F(e @f) = F(e) + S(f) e@fE W. 
We shall also use F to denote the associated *-representation of 6?( W, P). 
If g,E G(W) (i = l,... n) our object in this paper is to prove formulas 
(due to Sh4J [ 111) for the vacuum expectations (F(g, . . -g,)l, 1). Hence- 
forth we abbreviate such expectations by (F(g) 1,1) = (F(g)) . 
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The self-adjoint operator Q = [ -i t] on Wwill play an important role 
in our analysis of the Fock representations of (.?( W, P). The map Q is skew 
symmetric relative to the complex bilinear form (. , P. ) and Q2 = 1. Q is 
thus a P-skew symmetric idempotent on W. Furthermore it is obvious that 
QP + PQ = 0. Conversely if Q is any P-skew symmetric idempotent on W 
such that QP + PQ = 0, then Q* = Q (* will always denote the adjoint 
relative to s( . , . )). Thus iQ is a complex structure on W that commutes with 
P. If we let A denote the restriction of iQ to the + 1 eigenspace of P then 
in the + 1 eigenspace decomposition of P(W = X a X) the operator 
o Q= [-A 01 * . The i-linear extension of the A-Fock representation of e(X) 
we will refer to as the Q-Fock representation of (?(W, P). The map 
&?( W, P) 3 A + (F(A)) is known as the Q-Fock state on 6?( W, P). 
It is sometimes useful to work in coordinates on W that diagonalize Q. 
Let D = 2-‘12 ’ -2 . 1 1 1 Then D is a real orthogonal transformation on 
X@XandDPD*= y A,DQD*= ’ -y,DiD*= * ’ .Observe 1 I [ I [ 1 
also that if F is the Q-Fock representatiin of (?.( W, P) the: ihD* [ ::] = 
a*(~,) + u(w*). This D-presentation of W is the one most often employed 
in SMJ [l 11. The decomposition of W into t 1 eigenspaces for Q is called a 
holonomic decomposition of W. 
The preceding remarks suggest he following unitarily equivalent realiza- 
tion of the Q-Fock representation of C?(W, P). Suppose Q is a P-skew 
symmetric idempotent such that QP + PQ = 0 and let Q r = (l/2)(1 ? Q). 
Let a*( .) and a( .) be the standard creation and annihilation operators on 
A(Q+ W, i). For w E W define P’(w) = u*(Q+ w) + u(Q- w). Then w --f 
P’(w) is a representation of the generator elations for 6?( W, P) that extends 
to a representation F of C?(W, P). We leave it to the reader to check that 
k?(W, P) 3 A + (F(A)l, 1) is the Q-Fock state of e( W, P) defined above. 
Suppose wi E W( i = 1,2) and Qwi = wi. Then w,w2 + w2wI = (w,, i$) 
= (Qw,,W,)= (w,,QPw,)= -(w,, Pew,)= -(w,,W2). Thus the ele- 
ments in the k 1 eigenspace for Q anticommute with one another in 
C?(W, P). The same can be said of elements in the - 1 eigenspace of Q. This 
simple observation permits the consistent definition of a linear map, e(Q), 
from the Grassmann algebra A(W) to the Clifford algebra C?(W, P) with 
the following properties: 
(1) e(Q)1 = 1, 13(Q)w = w for w E W, 
(2) e(Q)(,4 A B) = e(Q)A*e(Q)B if A E A(Q+ W) or B E A(Q- W). 
These properties uniquely determine e(Q) and a dimension argument 
shows that e(Q) is bijective (see Lemma [3.1] in [3]). As noted in [3] the map 
e(Q) followed by F is just normal ordering or Wick ordering. 
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If R is a linear operator on W and {ek} is a complex orthonormal basis 
for W then Z, RE, A ek is an element of W A W which does not depend on 
the choice of basis {ek} for JV. 
In the following lemma Q is a P-skew adjoint idempotent such that 
QP + PQ = 0, Q k = f( 1 + Q), and {ek} is a complex orthonormal basis 
for W. 
LEMMA 1.0. Suppose that R is a P-skew symmetric operator on the 
even-dimensional space W. Define g E C?( W, P) by 
g = e(Q)exp +Z,Re, A ek. 
Theng E G(W)ifandonlyif(l - Q-R)isinvertibleon W.If(l - Q-R) 
is invertible then: 
T(g) = (1 + Q+R)(l - Q-R)-’ 
and 
nr(g) = det(l - Q-R). 
Proof Let R(ik) = Qi RQk where Q, = Q, and Q2 = Q- . If X is an 
operator on W we write x = PXP and X* for the adjoint of X relative to 
SC., .> on W. Since R is P-skew adjoint and QP + PQ = 0 we have 
R* = -R, which implies R(ll)* = -R(22), R(12)* = -R(12), and 
R(21)* = -R(21). Next suppose {uk} is an orthonormal basis for Q-W. 
Then { uk, Uk} is an orthonormal basis for W and we define g; E C?( W, P) 
(i = 1,2,3) by 
g, = exp[iZ,R(12)u,.&] g, = BexpZ,R(ll)Ck A uk, 
and g, = exp[3Z,R(21>. k u u 1. Using R(22) =R(11)* to eliminate R(22) 
and the Q ordering of 8, one may show that g = g, g,g,. To see that g, and 
g, are in G(W) compute g,wg,-’ and,, g2wgz-‘( w E W) using the Taylor 
series (exp XH)w(exp -AH) = 2&h’ad’(H)w, where ad’(H)w = 
d’/dA’(e”Hwe-XH)I,=,. Only the first two terms make a nonzero contribu- 
tion to the Taylor expansions and one finds 
T(g,) = 1 + R(12) and T(g3) = 1 + R(21). 
We turn our attention now to g,. To simplify the notation write L = R( 11). 
Expanding the exponential for g, and Q ordering the result one obtains 
dimw/2 
g2= x 
i=O 
k . * .Liik,Uk . * ‘Uk . 
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Suppose that w E Q _ W. As a first step in computing wg, observe that 
+ x Liiki “‘uk,w, 
k, .k, 
where A means omit. 
Now do the k, SUmmatiOnS &,(+iik,, i+)t+,= &,(L*W, uk,)uk,= t*W, 
and relabelremainingindices k, --*k,.-.ki as k, .--k,-,. One finds 
w 2 Liiki”‘uk,=i 
k,...k, 
k, ,!k,e, L”ki-, ” *“k,-,(E*w> 
+ 2 Liiki * * ‘Uk,W. 
k, .k, 
Multiplying this identity by (i!)-’ and summing over i the result is 
wg, = g*( w + E*w). 
Or since ~5 = R( = -R(22): 
wg, = g,(w - NWw) w E Q-W. (1.1) 
In a similar fashion one can show that 
g2w = (w + wwg2 WEQ+W. (1.2) 
We will use (1.2) to show that g, is invertible in 6?( W, P) if and only if 
(1 - Q 32) is invertible on W. It is enough to prove this for F( g2), where F 
is the Q-Fock representation of e( W, P). Let wi E Q+ W (i = 1,. . . 1), then 
repeated application of (1.2) together with the observation F( g,)l = 1 gives 
F(g2)F(w,). * *F(w,)l = F(w, + R(ll)w,) * * .F(W[ + R(ll)w,)l. 
Vectors of the form F( w,) . . .F(w,)l spanA(Q+ W) and it is not hard to 
see from the last equation that the range of F( g,) will be all of A( Q + W) if 
and only if 1 + R( 11) is invertible when restricted to Q, W. It is obvious 
that 1 + R(ll)isinvertibleonQ+ Wifandonlyif 1 +R(ll)* = 1 - R(22) 
is invertible on Q- W. Now let M be the matrix of (1 - Q- R)Q- in the 
basis {uk}. The matrix of 1 - Q _ R in the basis {Uk, uk} has the form 
[ 1 ! i . It follows that (1 - Q _ R)Q- is invertible on Q- W if and only if 
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(1 - Q _ R) is invertible on W. A simple calculation shows that (1 - Q- 
R)-‘Q- inverts (1 - Q- R)Q- on Q- Wand furthermore that Q, (1 - 
Q- R)-‘Q- = 0. 
Suppose now that (1 - Q- R) is invertible on IV. If w E W we may 
rewrite (1.1) and (1.2) as follows: 
g,(Q-w) =[(I - Q-R)-'Q-&z, 
g,(Q+w) = [(l + Q+R)Q+w]g,- 
Adding these equations and multiplying on the right by g; ’ one finds 
g2w2 -‘=[(l + Q+R)Q++ (1 - Q-R)-‘Q-]w. 
Thus T(g2) = (1 + Q+R)Q+@(l - Q-R)-‘Q-. 
One may now compute T(g) = T(g,)T(g,)T(g,), which after some alge- 
braic simplification is seen to be T(g) = (1 + Q+R)(l - Q-R)-‘. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 1.0 we compute nr( g). First observe that 
since nr is a group homomorphism nr( g) = nr( g’)nr( g,)nr( gs). 
The explicit formulas for g, and g, make it easy to see that nr(g’) = 
g,& * = 1 and Ma) = s& * = 1. Thus we need only compute nr( g2). 
We begin with a factorization of T(g,) that will prove useful. Let S be the 
restriction of (1 + Q+R) to Q+?V. Then on IV= Q+lVCB Q-IV the map 
T( g2) = S 63 s* - ‘. Write S = U 1 S ( for the polar decomposition of S, so U 
is unitary and (S( = ‘@% is a positive self-adjoint operator on Q, W. 
SinceU*= U-‘wehaveT(g,)=(U@ g)(S@S-‘).TheoperatorU@ u 
commutes with P and it follows that U @ fl leaves P, W invariant (P, 
= i( 1 -’ P)). Furthermore the complex structure A given by the restriction 
of iQ to P, IV, commutes with U @ u since both i and Q commute with 
U@ G 
The spectral theorem guarantees that there exists a A-complex orthonor- 
ma1 basis {ek} for P+W such that U @ ce, = eABkek. Now define an 
element h, E G(W) by 
h, = II,(cos(y,/2) - sin(y,/2)e,.Aek). 
The order in this product does not matter since the terms commute, and 
without difficulty one may demonstrate that T( h ,) = U 63 Uand nr( h ‘) = 1. 
Since S is self-adjoint on Q, W and the choice of the basis { Uk} is 
arbitrary we may suppose that Sii, = X,&i,. Now define h, E G(W) by 
h, = II& + (A, - 1)&u,). 
Again the terms in the product commute and it is simple to show that 
T(h,) = S @ S-’ and nr(h,) = IIkhk = detlS1. 
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Since T(g2) = T(h,)T(h,) it follows that g, = ah,h, for some a E C. In 
order to determine the constant a observe that the normalization of g, is 
determined by (F(g,)l, I)= 1 = cy(F(h,)F(h,)l, l), Where F is the Q- 
Fock representation of C(W, P). Now F(h,)l = 1 and (F(h,)l, I)= 
nke-4k/*. Thus a = nkeilrk/* and nr(g,) = a*nr(h,)nr(h,) = 
det UdetJS] = det S = det(1 + Q, R) = det(1 - Q- R). 0 
In the following theorem, {ek} will denote a complex orthonormal basis 
for #‘,-and F is the Q-Fock representation of E?(lV, P). 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose g E G(W) and Q _ T(g) + Q + is inuertible on 
W. Then R = (T(g) - 1)Q _ T(g) + Q, )-’ is P-skew adjoint on W and 
g = (F(g))dexp f xkRZk A ek. 
Furthermore 
P’(d)* = ds)det(Q- T(g) + Q+ 1. 
Proof. For notational convenience, we write T = T(g). 
Define R = (T - l)(Q-T + Q+)-‘. Then since P = T-’ and & = 
Q% it follows that R*= (T-‘Q++Q-)-‘(T-l- 1) =-(TQ-+Q+)-‘(T 
- 1). Thus R + R* = (T - l)(Q-T + Q+)-‘- (TQ-+Q+)-‘(T - 1) = 
P-Q-+Q+>-'UT-MQ-T+Q+)- VQ-+Q+)(T-l>}(Q-T+Q+>-‘= 0. 
Observe next that (1 - Q-R) = 1 - Q-(T- l)(Q-T+ Q+)-‘= (Q-T 
+ Q, -Q-(T - l))(Q-T + Q+)-’ = (Q-T + Q+)-‘. Hence 1 - Q-R 
isinvertibleandifwesolveR=(T- l)(l -Q-R)forTwefindT=(l + 
Q+R)(l - Q-R)-‘. If we let g’ = f?expfZ,R?,r\ ek then Lemma 1 ap- 
plies and we have T( g’) = T(g). Therefore g = tug’ and since (F( g’)) = 1 it 
follows that (Y = (F(g)). 
To finish the proof observe that nr(g) = cY*nr(g’) = (F( g))*det(l - 
Q-R) so that (F(G))*= nr(g)det(l - Q-R)-‘= nr(g)det(Q-T + Q+). 
cl 
Although we shall make no essential use of the following result, it 
provides insight into the significance of Theorem 2.4. Further refinements 
can be found in SMJ [l 11. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose g E G(W) and the dimension of the null space of 
Q- T(g) + Q+ is k. Then there exists a P-skew symmetric operator R and 
uectors z,, . . . , zk E W such that 
g = e(z, A * * - Azk A exp 4 2 ,RZ, A ek). 
Proof. Write T = T(g). Observe first that since (Q- T + Q+ )* = Q _ 
T - ’ + Q + the dimension of the null space of Q _ T + Q + is the same as 
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the dimension of the null space of T( Q _ + T - 'Q + ) = TQ _ + Q + . Choose 
a basis {u,,..., uk} for the null space of TQ _ + Q, so that {Q+ 
Ul,.-., Q, uk} is an orthonormal set. Since each nonzero element, U, in the 
null space of TQ- + Q, is determined by its component Q, u such a 
choice is always possible by an application of the Graham-Schmidt process. 
Now define wi = Q, ui +Q+ ui (i = 1,. . . , k). Observe that $ = 1 and 
( wi, & ) = 24, so that O(wi)u = --u + (u, W, ) wi and if O(w) = 
O(w,) *. . 0( wk ) then 
(- l)kO(w)u = 24 - i: (U, F)Wi. 
i=l 
Let ToEf 0( w)T. We will show that Q- To + Q + is nonsingular (thus 
permitting an application of Theorem 1.1). Suppose u E W and (Q- To + 
Q+)~=O.ThenQ+u=Oand 
Q-TQ-u= i (Tu,w,)Q-w,. 0.3) 
i=l 
However, since ui is in the null space of TQ- + Q + it is P-orthog- 
onal to the range of (TQ- + Q, )*, which is the same as the range 
of Q+ +Q- T. In particular, 0 = ((Q, +Q- T)Q- u, iii)= 
(Q- TQ- u,i&)= (Q- TQ-u,Q-iii)= (Q- TQ- u,Q- wi). Comparing 
this with (1.3) one sees that (Tu, K+)= 0 (i = 1,. . ., k) and (Q- T + Q, )u 
= Q- TQ _ u = 0. Thus the null space of Q _ To + Q, is contained in the 
null space of Q _ T + Q + . Now consider the k independent vectors {Q _ ui}. 
Since (Q- T+ Q+)Q- ui = Q-(TQ-ui)= -Q-(Q, ui)= 0 it fol- 
lows that {Q _ ui} spans the null space of Q- T + Q, . However, 
(Q- To + Q+)Q- ui = Q- O(w)(TQ- ui) = -Q- O(w)Q+ ui = 
(- l)kB~z,6i,Q- w, = (- l)kQ- w,. Since the vectors {Q- wi} are linearly 
independent it follows that Q- To + Q, is nonsingular on the null space of 
Q _ T + Q + and consequently nonsingular on IV. 
Define g, = w, .**w,g E G(W) and g, = w,wIel .*.w,g,,. Then To = 
T( g,), g = gkY and we shall write T, = T( g,). 
Assume for the sake of an inductive argument hat Nr(g,) is either even 
or odd in A(W). We will show that there exists I!+, E W such that 
W&+,) = z/+1 A Nr( g,). Observe that this implies Nr( g,, ,) is odd when 
Nr(g,) is even and Nr(g,+,) is even when Nr(g/) is odd. This inductive 
result is a simple consequence of the fact that wI+, is in the range of 
Q,‘ + T,Q- and we begin by demonstrating this. Observe first that w,+, is 
in the range of Q + + T/Q _ if and only if wI+ , is P-orthogonal to the null 
space of (Q, +T,Q- )* = Q, T,-' + Q . Suppose that u is in the null 
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space of Q+ T,-’ + Q- . Then since T, = O(w,) . . .O(w,)T, it follows that 
Q-u = 0 and Q, T,-‘(u - Zj,,( u,q)w,) = 0. But since Q, T,-‘Q- wj 
=Q+ T-‘O(w)Q- 9 = -Q+ T-IQ, 9 = Q, (Q- uj) = 0 we have Q, 
T,-‘(u - IZ~=,(u,G.)Q+ wi) = 0. Since Q, T,-’ + Q- is nonsingular it 
follows that u = $,(u, &)Q+ wi. From this one sees immediately that 
wr+, is P-orthogonal to u. Thus there exists z;+ , E W such that (Q + 
+TQ-)z;+~ = Y+~. Therefore gl+, = ~+a = <Q+ +TQ-)z;+~R = 
<Q+ z;+,k, + g,(Q- 4+J Consequently 
Nr(g,+h = (Q +z;+d A Nr(g,) + Nr(g,) A (Q--Z;+,), 
= 4+, * Wd if Nr( g,) is even, 
= Q4i.1" Nr(d if Nr( g,) is odd. 
Letting z,+~ = z;+, or Qz;, , we have proved the inductive argument. To 
apply this argument note that since Q- T, + Q, is nonsingular we may 
apply Theorem 1.1 to g,. Thus there exists a P-skew adjoint operator R such 
that 
Nr(g,) = expfZ,Ri?,A ek. 
This gets the induction off the ground and Theorem 1.2 follows im- 
mediately. Cl 
2 
For each P-skew symmetric indempotent Q on W such that QP + PQ = 0 
we have defined a linear functional A -+ ( A)ezf (F( A)) on C?(W, P). 
Following SMJ [ 1 l] we now extend this notion by dropping the restrictions 
that Q be idempotent and QP + PQ = 0. Suppose that Q is a P-skew 
symmetric operator on W and let Q % = f(1 ? Q). Then using the fact that 
Q!* = Qz one may verify that [d- -h,l is an orthogonal map from 
(We W,P@(-P))to (W63 W,[i i]).Themap [d- -h+] thusex- 
tends naturally to an algebra homomorphism from C?(W CI3 W, P @ (-P)) 
onto C?(W@ W,[z :I), which we shall denote by o(Q). Let J = 
1 0 
[ I 0 -, .ThenJisa 
’ 1 
i : -skew symmetric idempotent on W @ W. The 
natural inclusion w --) w @ extends uniquely to an algebraic homomor- 
phism from e(W, P) into C?( W 63 W, P &r (-P)). We will use this homo- 
morphism to identify elements of C?( W, P) with elements of C?( W 83 W, P 
@ (-P)) without introducing a special notation. We now define the Q 
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functional ( .)e on CL?< IV, P) by 
WQ = (F,b(Q)Ah 
where FJ is the J-Fock representation of &? ( W @ I&‘, [i i] ). 
It is an instructive exercise to show that when Q is idempotent and 
QZ’ + PQ = 0 this reproduces the Q-Fock state on C?( W, P). 
Note. In SMJ the functionals we just introduced are parametrized by 
def 
K= PQ-. 
The symbol map iVr: C?( W, P) + A(W) we define by Nr(A) = 
FJ’J< o( Q)A) 1. The map Nr is easily seen to be surjective and since it is linear 
and the vector spaces 6?(W, P) and A(W) have the same dimension it is 
bijective. We shall denote the inverse of Nr by 6 or by 8(Q) when we wish to 
emphasize the dependence on Q. The reader should verify that when Q is 
idempotent and QP + PQ = 0 then 8(Q) is just the Q-ordering map 
already introduced. The following observation gives an inductive algorithm 
for computing ~9 and will be useful in the proof of Theorem 2.4. If 
w, E W(i = l,..., n) then by definition 
fqw,A **- Aw,)=w, -~w,+e(w,A *4wn-ivr(w, -w,)). 
(2.1) 
However, since Nr( w, . . 
dQ- wn,] 1 
-w,) = [a*(~,) + a(Q- w,)] -a. [a*(~,) + 
it follows that w, A . . . Aw,, - iVr( w, * * ow,,) is a tensor of 
order (n - 1). Thus (2.1) may be used to compute 8 inductively. Observe 
also that each of the terms in w, A . . * Awn - Nr( w, . * * w,) has at least one 
factor ( y, Q- wk) . If all such “contractions” are zero then e( w, 
A . . . Awn) = w, . * ‘W,. 
In the following generalization of Theorem 1.1 { ek} will denote a complex 
orthonormal basis for W. 
THEOREM 2.0. Suppose g E G(W) and Q is P-skew symmetric on W. If 
Q- T(g) + Q, is invertible on W then R(g, Q)Ef(T(g) - I)Q- T(g) + 
Q, )- ’ is P-skew symmetric on W and 
g = W&2)exP 5 iit,% Q>c, * ek. 
Furthermore, 
(g>i = nr(ddet(Q-T(g) + Q+> 
= nr(g)det(l - Q-R(g, Q))-‘. 
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Proof. The proof that R(g, Q) is P-skew symmetric is the same as the 
proof of the analogous result in Theorem 1.1. 
Next we compute Nr( g). Let g’ = o(Q)g. 
Since g E G(W) it follows from Theorem 1.2 that g is either an even or 
an odd element of C?(W, P). 
Suppose first that g is even. In this case T(g) = [ ‘6”) ~1, where g E 
G(W @ IV) on the left-hand side and g E G( IV) on the right. Let T = 
T(g), g E G( IV). Then 
(Q- T+ Q+ > 
and consequently 
R(g’, J) = (T(t) - I)(L T(f) + J+ )-’ = Q”R 
-i?+ I 
-1 
-k?+ ’ 
where R = R(g, Q). 
If we let uk = e,@ 0( k = 1,. . . N = dim IV) and u,,,+~ = 0 @ e,(k = 
1 . . . N = dim W) then {uk} is an orthonormal basis for W @ W and it 
follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
A+(g) =(~(g’)>(B(J)expiZ,R(g’,J)u,* % I. 
But 
(8(J)expfZ,R(g’, J&A +)l 
= (e(J)exp$z,J+R(g’, J)J-ti,A uk)l 
= exp&z 
[ I 
“0 f ii,A uk= exp+z,R(g,Q)F,Ae,. 
By definition (g)Q = (F,(g’)) so that Nr(g) = (g),exp i& R(g, Q)C, 
A ek. To finish the proof in this case simply compute (F’( g’)) using 
nr( g’) = nr( g), det( J- T( g’) + J,) = det(Q _ T( g) + Q +), and Theorem 
1.1. 
Now consider the possibility that g is odd. Supposing g is odd then 
T(g) = [ “0”’ Tr]. where g E G( W @ IV) on the left and g E G(W) on 
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the right. One may always choose the basis {ek} for W so that Z, = ek. We 
assume that {ek} is such a basis and note that {ek} is then P-orthonormal as 
well as orthonormal. Since N is even T((0 CD e,) * . .(O @ eN)) = [i -y]. 
def 
Thus if h = (0 @ e,) . . a(0 CB e,)g E G(W@ W) then T(h) = [‘f) T]. If 
we now follow the earlier arguments for h instead of g (with h’ = o( Q)h) we 
find that J- 7’( h’) + J+ is invertible and h’ is consequently an even element 
of G( W @ IV). 
This cannot be the case if g is odd and this contradiction finishes the 
proof of Theorem 2.0. q 
We shall not prove an analog of Theorem 1.2 for general Q functionals 
but will content ourselves with the following observation. If g E G(W) then 
( g)e # 0 if and only if Q _ T(g) + Q, is invertible. The “if’ part of this 
result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.0. To prove the 
“only if’ part assume to begin with that g is even. Then we may follow the 
argument in Theorem 2.0 to see ( g)a = nr( g) det( J- 7( g’) + J+ ) = 
nr(g)det(Q- Z’(g) + Q, ). Thus if (g)g # 0 it is evident that (Q- T(g) + 
Q, ) is invertible. If g is odd then so is g’ = o(Q)g and consequently 
( g)e = (&( g’)) = 0. Thus ( g)e # 0 does not arise when g is odd. 
In the following theorem we will use the well-known fact that the Q-Fock 
expectation of monomials w, . . .w,, are Pfaffians. More explicitly if wi E 
W(i = I,..., n) then 
(WI -* .wJQ = pf G, (2.2) 
where G is the n X n skew symmetric matrix with entries above the diagonal 
given by 
G/k= (W,‘+‘~)Q= (Q-W’, qk) (.i<k). 
To prove this consider the Q-Fock representation of C?( W, P) given by 
F(w) = a*(Q+w) + 4Q-W). In ([a*(Q+w,) + 4Q-wl)l~(w2) -+ * 
F(w,)l, 1) the creation operator u*(Q+w,) makes zero contribution to the 
inner product and the annihilation operator u(Q-w,) may be moved to the 
right to give the reduction formula: 
( wIw2 . . .w,Je = i (- l)k(Q-w,, Wk)(w2 . . .& +. .w& 
k=2 
= e, (- Uk(W,Wk)a(W2~ * .@k *. *wn>p* 
This is the reduction formula for the Pfaffian of G. (See [23].) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose g E G(W) and (g)Q # 0 where Q is a P-skew 
symmetric operator on W. Zf wj E W( j = 1, . . . , m) then 
(w, . . * ww/+ I . . T,,)~ = (g),pf G, 
where G is the m X m skew-symmetric matrix with entries aboue the diagonal 
given by 
Gjk = (Q+<l - RQ-)wkr w,) lsj<ksI, 
= (Q+(l + RQ+h,q) lsj<l<krm, 
= ((1 - Q-R)Q+w,,w,) I+ 1 Sj<kSm; 
RE’R(g, Q). 
Proof. Let w; = o( Q)( wj @ 0) and g’ = o( Q)g. Then 
(w, **. WV/+ I * . %>Q = P3b;) *-F,(w;)F,(g’)F,W+,) *-F,bh)) 
(2.3) 
Since ( g)Q # 0 it follows that Q _ T(g) + Q, is nonsingular and, as in 
Theorem 2.0, J- T( g’) + J, is nonsingular. Thus 
R’EfR(g’, J) = (T(g’) - Z)(J- T(g’) +J+ )-’ = 
[ 
aR;;) + QfR . 1 
Consulting the proof of Lemma 1.0 one sees that it is possible to express 
g’ = (g)Qg,g,, where T(g,) = 1 + J+R’J-, T(g2) = (1 - J+R’J-)7’(g’) 
and g, and g, are normalized so that F,(g,)*l = I and F,(g,)l = 1. 
Substituting (g)oF,(g,)F,(g,) for F,(g) in (2.3) and using F,(g,)*l = 1 
and F,(g,)l = 1 one finds 
(w, *.* WrP/+ I * . %JQ = (E@-(&-‘w;) -F,(%-‘w;) 
F,(T(g,)w;+,)...F,(T(g,)w~)). 
This expectation is the Pfaffian of a matrix G whose entries are easily 
found using 
(F,(T(g,)-‘w;)F,(T(g,)-‘w;))= (Q+(l - RQ-hii;,), 
(F,(T(g,)-‘w;)F,(T(g,)w;.))= (Q+(l + RQ-hiT;,b 
(F,(T(g,)wj’)~(T(g,)w;))= ((1 - Q-R)Q+w,+ 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1. Cl 
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The following result will be used in the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose Q(l), Q(2) and T are complex linear operators on W 
and define Q&(j) =i(l * Q(j)) ( note: Q(j) need not be P-skew symmet- 
ric). Suppose Q-( j)T + Q+(j) . 
def 
IS invertible on W( j = 1,2). If Rj = (T - 
1)/Q-(j)T+ Q+(j))-’ then 1 +4(Q(2) - Q(l))R, is invertible on W 
and 
R, = R,(l + (V)(Q(2) - Q(l))&-'. 
Furthermore, 
det(Q-(l)T+ Q+(l)) det(l - Q-(2)&) 
det(Q-(2)T + Q+(2)) = det(1 - Q-(l)R,) 
= det(1 +f(Q(2) - Q(l))R,). 
Proof. First observe that 
R, = (T- l)(Q-(2)T+ Q+(2))-' 
X (Q-(2)T + Q+P))(Q-(l>T+ Q+(l))-' 
= R,(Q-(2)T+ Q+W)(Q- (l)T+ Q+(l))-'- 
We now work on the inverse of the factor following R,: 
(Q-<l)T+ Q+(l))@(2)T+ Q+(2))-’ 
= 1 +[@(I) - Q-@))T+ (Q+(l) - Q+(2))] 
X (Q-(2)T + Q+(2))-’ 
= 1 +i(Q@) - Q(l))&. 
It follows that 1 +i(Q(2) - Q(l))R, is invertible and that 
R, = R, (1 + 3( Q(2) - Q( l))R, )-I. Taking the determinant of both sides 
of 
(Q-W + e+W(e-(2)~ + Q+(W = 1 + +(QW - Q~>)R, 
we have one of the last equalities of this lemma. Exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 one may show that (1 - Q-(i)R,)-’ = (Q-(i)T + Q+(i)). 
The second of the determinant equalities follows directly. •1 
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We would now like to use this lemma to prove the formula in Theorem 
2.3 for the Q functional (g, . . *g,)e, where gj E G( IV) and (gi)e # 0 
(j= 1 ,-**, n). 
For the proof we first represent each T( gk) = Tk on an n(n - 1)/2 
parameter deformation of the direct sum of n copies of IV. Then if 
T = T, .- . T, we define operators Q( 1) and Q(2) on the deformation space 
so that the ratio 
det(Q-(l)T + Q+(l)) 
det(Q-(2)T+ Q+(2)) 
(to which we apply Lemma 2.2) becomes in a particular degenerate limit for 
the parameter values 
The clever idea of introducing the deformation space is due to SMJ [ll] 
and generalizes the parameter A introduced in the study of the two-point 
function for the Ising model by ,MTW [6]. 
We begin by defining the deformation space W(X). Let [A] denote an 
n X n block matrix with entries given by linear maps Xik: W + W such 
that A,, = I and xki* = hik. The space W(X) is then the vector space 
W@ ** . @ W (n copies) with the distinguished complex symmetric bilinear 
form: 
(up . . *&4,,wp . . *@w,)= x (XkjU,,wj). 
j, k 
The map from W to W(X) which injects W into the j’th slot in W(X) is a 
complex orthogonal map ( X,j = I) and consequently extends to an injection 
Z, of e( W, P) into e( W( A)). Suppose now that for each j = 1,. . . , n, gj is 
an even element of G(W). Then Ij( gj) commutes with the vectors in W(h) 
that are complex orthogonal to {w, E W(A)\ w, = Zj( w), w E W} in W(A). 
In particular since (I,( w’) - lj( hkjw’), Ii(w)) = 0 for j, k = 1,. . . , n and 
w, w’ E W, it follows that 7;(h)zf T(Zj( gj)) is equal to T(gj) on {w, E 
W(X)\ wj = 1,(w) w E W} and is the identity on the span of the vectors 
Zk( w’) -l I,( ikjWI). 
Hence, 
?(A) =z+ 
i 
0 . . . 0 
SjAj, -.* q'jn 
0 . . . 0 
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def 
where Sj = ‘I; - I and the nonzero entries in this last matrix are in the j’th 
row. 
In the following theorem Q will denote a fixed P-skew adjoint operator 
on IV. The operators to which we will apply Lemma 2.2 are: 
, 
Q -A,, *** -A,, 
x 
Q(2)= [A]-’ f’ “* : 
- Ll,, ’ 
A,, ... h,::, Q 
and T(X) = T,(X) . - . T,(h). We will write [l] for the degenerate n X n 
matrix with Xj, = I for all j, k. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose gj E G(W), (gj)e # 0 (j = 1,. . . n). Let A(X) 
be the n X n block matrix with entries Ajk(X) = -XjkQ+ (j < k), Ajj( X) = 
0, and Ajk(h) = hjkQ- (j > k). Let 
R= 
1 
R(g,, Q) 0 
. . 
0 R(g,, Q) I. 
If (Sl “‘&),# 0 then for [h] nonsingular and sufficiently close to [l] we 
have 
R(4(g,) . * A(s,), Q(l)) = R(l + A@)R)-‘[A], 
(II *-*4,(&))&1j= (s&*--(g,)$det(l +A(A)R). 
Furthermore, 
(81 *%&= ,~~,,(4(&) .*aL))&1, 
= (a>;. . -(g,)idet(l + A(l)R). 
Prooj It will be convenient for a later argument o permit [A] to be any 
nonsingular n X n block matrix such that h,j = I. Supposing [A] to be such 
a matrix we begin by computing 
def 
R(2) = (T(X) - MQ-(W(A) + Q+(2))-‘. 
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Observe that 
T(X)-z= (T,(A)-z)T*(X)‘-T,(X) 
+ (T*(h) - Z)T,(A) *-T,(X) + - * * + (T,(h) -I). 
Let 
lAl,=[{, 1:: {“I> 
where the nonzero entries are in the k’th row. Recall Sk = Tk - I so that 
s, 0 
T,(h)-Z= *a. 
I I 
PI, (k= l,...,n). 
0 Stl 
Substituting these identities in the preceding expression for T(A) - Z one 
finds 
T(h)-Z=SG(X), (2.4) 
where s, 0 s= *. l-1 0 %I 
and G(X)= [X],T,(X)...T,(h)+[A],T,(X)...T,(A)+ ***+[A],. 
Next we factor Q- (2)T(X) + Q, (2). 
Define 
, 
Q+ 0 
x 
L,= *’ 
. . 
* 
-. 
-X-I, a-0 A;,,-,Q, 
Q-X,,,,, --. h+,,n 
. . 
iv,-, = 
-..b,n * 
0 Q- _ 
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Then, 
Q-(2)70) + Q+(2) = [Xl-‘[W@) +L,]. 
It is not difficult to verify that 
309 
+ 
[ 
-L, 0 
0 wl-I- 1  
for I = O,..., n. 
Inserting these identities successively (I = 0,. . . , n) into M,T( A) + L, 
and writing 
D= 
one finds 
Q-TI+ Q+ 0 
0 Q-T,+ Q+ 
= D@]&(A) . . -T,(X) + [h],T,(X) --T,(X) + . . * + [X]J 
=DG(h). 
Hence, 
Q-(2)T(X)+ Q+(2)= [A]-'DG@). (2.5) 
Now we show that G(A) is invertible. Solving (2.4) for T(h) and sub- 
stituting the result in (2.5) one obtains 
M,+L,=(D-M&G(A). 
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NowM,+ L,= [A], which is invertible by hypothesis, and since D - M,S 
is an upper triangular matrix with the identity on the diagonal it is also 
invertible. Thus G(X) = (D - M,S)-‘[A] is invertible and 
R(2) = (T(X) -Z)(Q-@P(X) + Q+(2))-' 
= SG(X)([h]-‘DG(h))-’ = SD-‘[A] 
= R[X]. 
We use this last result to compute 
det(Z - Q-(2)R(2)) 
1: PI 
(2.6) 
In the final step we used Theorem 2.0. 
To finish the proof we will show that when [A] is sufficiently close to [l] 
then Q-(l)T(A) + Q+(l) is invertible and 
I?;;,1 (zl(& > * . *zn(8n ))Q(l, = (8’ * ’ %>Q- (2.7) 
We begin by showing that T(1) = T,(l) . * . T,(l) is similar to a lower 
triangular matrix 
Observe that 
1 
[ . 
. . . 
-. 
0 I T,(l) = 
1 * 
1 
z+ 
I Tl . . . T, 0 1 
1 
Sk 0 -0. 0 
* . . . 
* 0 
1 . . . II -. 1 I . * 0 i 
k = l,..., n, 
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where the nonzero entries in 
I 
s, 0..- 0 
- :I 
. . 
* 0 
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are S, in the first column down to the k’th row; all other entries are zero. 
Applying these identities in succession (k = 1, . . . , n) it follows that 
0 II i . . . 1 ** :. 0 * I i- . 1 
01 
Hence Q-(1)2’(1) + Q+(l) is similar to 
I 
Q-T, .*.T,+ Q, 
1 
* . 1 
1. 
Since (g, * . .g,)e # 0 it follows from Theorem (2.0) that 
det(Q-(l)T(l) + Q+(l)) = det(Q-(T, . * 3) + Q+> 
= n&T, * * *gJ’(g, *. %“>& 
By continuity, 
IAlii,ldet(Q-(l)T(h) + Q+(l)) = nr(& . . -g,)-‘(g, * * *g,,>~- 
(2.8) 
Theorem 2.0 implies det(Q-(l)T(X) + Q+(l)) = nr(g, .**g,)-’ 
(I,(&) . * mT&,, so (2.7) follows from (2.8). 
The matrix [Q -( l)T( X) + Q+(l)] is thus invertible for [h] close enough 
to [l] and we can apply the argument in ‘Theorem 1.1 to conclude that 
Q-(l)T(h) + Q+(l) = (1 - Q-(l)R(l))-’ for [X] close to [1] and 
det(l - Q-(l>W>) = dg, * * -d*M(g,) -. %tk)>&- (2.9) 
For [h] nonsingular and sufficiently close to [l] Lemma 2.2 implies 
R(l) = W)(l +i(Q@> - QWW>)-' 
= R(1 -I- A(A)Iq’[A]. 
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If we divide (2.6) by (2.9) and apply lemma 2.2 again we may conclude 
that 
for [A] sufficiently close to [ 11. Finally if we pass to the limit [A] + [ 1) on 
both sides of this last equation and use (2.7) we have 
(8, * * *I?,>; = m; * * -(g,)idet(l + A(l)R). 0 
Before we state the final theorem of this section we would like to make 
the observation that the analog of (2.2) is valid for general Q functionals. 
Thus (w, . . .w”)~ is expressible as the Pfaffian of a matrix with entries 
2 (w,w~)~. The general Q functional on C?(W, P) is thus completely de- 
termined by the two-point function (uw)~, which we shall refer to as the Q 
contraction of u with w (it is not necessarily symmetric). In the following 
theorem Q will again denote a fixed P-skew symmetric operator on W. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let g, E G(W) (i = 1,. . ., n) and suppose g; = 
B(Q)expfZ,R,t?,Ae,, where R,= R(g,,Q). Letu,(i) E W(l= l,... f(i)) 
and define 
If (8, *. -g,,& # 0 then 
(h, *. -hdQ = (8, -. -g&M, (2.10) 
where H is an L X L (L = I&l(i)) skew symmetric matrix with entries above 
the diagonal giuen by 
H(j, a; k, P) = - ((1 + A(l)R)- ‘A(l)l,(up(k,), I,(‘u.cj,)), 
where j I k, a = 1 ,.../(j), /? = l,... I(k) and a -C /3 when j = k. The 
operators A(l), R, and I, are as defined in Theorem 2.3 and the inner product 
in the definition of H( j, a; k, /3) is (x, @ . . * @xn, y, @ . * . @y,) = ZI=, 
cxky yk)* 
Proof. We will first establish a representation for (h, . * -h,)Q to which 
we can apply Theorem 2.1. It will be established in the course of a 
subsequent calculation that both sides of (2.10) are multilinear in the 
variables u,(j). Thus it will suffice to prove (2.10) in the special case that 
each u,(j) (I = 1,. . . I(j)) is selected from among the elements of a basis 
for W. For simplicity we suppose that the orthonormal basis {ek} of W is a 
real basis (i.e., t?, = ek, k = 1,. . . , dim W) and that for each i (i = 1,. . . n) 
the set {u,(i)l/ = 1,. . . , I(i)} is a set of elements from the basis {ek}. 
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To avoid cumbersome notation we shall write u,(j) for u,(j) @ 0 in 
W ~3 W and ek for ek 69 0 in W 63 W when there seems no chance of 
confusion. We also write w,(i) = 0 CB u,(i), fk = 0 ~3 ek, and Q’ = Q @ 0. 
Note that Q’ is a P CI3 P skew symmetric operator on W CB W. Define 
g/l = 8(Q’)expZ,(fRje, A ek +fk A ek) 
and observe that gj E G( W @ W) and 
If one expands the exponential exp & fk A ek in the definition of g; then 
gj = fl(Q’)(Lf,,,, * . . . *f,(l) A e,(l) A * * * k&exp t&Rjek A ek. 
Since the Q’ contractions of fi with fk ( j # k) and with ek (all k) are zero 
it follows that 
gj = Lfacn) . . *fa,,+<Q>eacl) A . . . Ae,(,pw fhRjek A ek. 
(2.11) 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we introduce a deformation space W(X). 
Suppose that [A] is an n X n nonsingular matrix with complex entries hi, 
such that ijk = hkj and A, = 1. We denote by W(X) the n-fold direct sum 
of W ~3 W with the distinguished symmetric bilinear form 
where yk = (P @ P)y,. 
For eachj (j = l,..., n) the complex orthogonal map 
extends to an inclusion Ij: 6?( W Cl3 W, P CB P) + Ci?( W(A)). Now define 
w(j) = zj(wl(j) * ’ *w,&)) and as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 let [l] 
denote the degenerate n X n matrix with entries Xi, = 1 for all j, k. We 
claim that 
where Q’(l)zfQ’ C3 . ..@Q’. 
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To see this observe first that the Q’( 1) contraction of Zj(w,( j)) 
and Zk( w,(k)) is zero, unless j = k and I = m, in which case it is f. 
Furthermore, since the Q’( 1) contraction of Zj( w,( j)) and Zk( e,) is always 
zero one finds upon substituting (2.11) (j = 1, . . . , n) in 
(w(l) . . .w(n)z,(g;) . . *umQyl, and doing all the Q’(1) contractions in 
Zj(W,(j)) that 
2-L(w(l) ’ * -4mg;L 4(g:,))Q’(l,= V,(h) “‘Z”hJ),,(,,. 
An elementary calculation shows that 
,:T, (Zj(e,)Zk(e,))Qw= (Q-e,, cm)= (wJp. 
Since the two-point function determines the Q-functional it follows that 
We have established the representation (2.12) for (h, . . .h,), and we 
shall now use Theorem 2.2 to calculate (w( 1) . * * w( n)Z,( g;) . * *I,( gA))erc,,. 
In order to apply Theorem 2.2 we use the technique in Theorem 2.3 to 
compute R( I,( g;) * . .I,,( g;), Q’( 1)) for [A] sufficiently close to [ 11. 
To begin let us write [A’] for the n X n block matrix with 2 X 2 matrix 
entries 
Now define 
Q’(2) = [A’]-’ 
def 
The calculation of R, = R(Z,(g;) . . -I,( g;), Q’(2)) may be carried out 
precisely as in Theorem 2.3. The result is 
R; = 
I 
R(g;, Q') 0 
-. 
I 
[A’19 
0 R(& Q’> 
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where, as noted above, 
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R(gJ,Q') = ": ; . [ 1 
For the remainder of the proof it will be convenient to employ coordi- 
nates on W(A) that distinguish the subspace of vectors containing {w,(j)}. 
Let A4 be the transformation of W(X) defined by 
M((a,ce b,) CT3 . . . @ (a,@ b,)) = (a,@ .,* * al,) @ (b,@ * * * a%,). 
In the new coordinates [A’] is transformed into M[ X’]M-’ = . 
Since we will work exclusively in these coordinates throughout the remainder 
of the proof it should cause no confusion if we write [A’] = [ [:I ~1. 
Employing a similar abuse of notation one may check that 
Q’(l) =[ ‘;) #Q’(2) =[ ‘r’ :], and R’(2) =[ “Z ;][A’], 
where Q(l), Q(2), and R are the operators in Theorem 2.3. 
Now since ~lAl,[l](4tg;) - - ~Z,(g&~~,~ = (s, * * *s,& + 0 one may 
conclude from Lemma 2.2 that for [A] sufficiently close to [l] 
R; = R;(l +3(Q’(2) - Q’(l))R;)-‘[A’]. 
If we write A(A) = 4 (Q(2) - Q(1)) then a straightforward calculation 
reveals that 
R, = RO + mw (1 + M(A))-’ PI 0 
1 I - (1 +A(h)R)-’ I[ 1 (1 + A(h)R)-‘A(h) 0 Z ’ 
If we use this result and Theorem 2.1 to evaluate (w(1) . . .w(n)Z,(g;) 
. . -I,,( g;))o,(,) we find: 
2Wg;) * * ~z”(g:,))Qy,,Pfwa (2.13) 
where H(A) is the L X L skew symmetric matrix with entries above the 
diagonal given by 
wherej I k, a = 1 . . -Z(j), R = 1 . . -Z(k), and (Y -C R whenj = k. The map 
Zj is now understood to be the injection of W into thej’th slot of the n-fold 
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direct sum of W with itself. Also the inner product in the formula for 
HA( j, a; k, /3) is the standard inner product on the n-fold direct sum of W 
with itself. The calculation of (w( 1) . . . w( n)Z,( g,) * * * I,( g,))Q, which re- 
sults in (2.13) makes no use of the orthogonality of the uJ i) and thus 
incidently establishes multilinearity in (2.10). 
If we now permit [A] --f [ 11, Theorem 2.4 is proved. Cl 
3. 
In this section we present infinite-dimensional generalizations of Theo- 
rems 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4. Let W denote an infinite-dimensional complex 
Hilbert space with complex structure i and distinguished conjugation P. 
Throughout this section we shall suppose that Q is a self-adjoint idempotent 
on W such that QP + PQ = 0. The Q-Fock representation of the Clifford 
relations on (W, P) is W 3 w --, F(w) = a*(Q + w) + a(Q - w), where a*( .) 
and a( .) are the standard creation and annihilation operators on A( W+) 
(W, = Q* W) [2]. The Clifford algebra, e( W, P), may be defined as the 
uniform closure of the algebra generated by I and P’(w)(w E W). The 
resulting &?*-algebra is independent of the choice of Q [20]. One could 
systematically generalize the results in Sections 1 and 2 by exploiting this 
(?*-algebra to give a representation-independent definition of the Clifford 
group G(W). Although an effective characterization of G(W) might be 
interesting (i.e., for which P-orthogonal Ton W does there exist a g E G(W) 
such that T = T(g)?) the group G(W) is too small to be of much use in 
applications (see [21] for a characterization of the unitary part of G(W)). 
This is the motivation for the following definition. 
DEFINITION. G( W, Q) will denote the set of bounded operators g on 
A( W+ ) such that gF( w) = F(T(g)w)g for some bounded invertible P- 
orthogonal T(g) on W. 
Although G( W, Q) is closed under products it is not a group. An element 
in G( W, Q) may not have a bounded inverse. 
We do not know a useful characterization of G( W, Q). The following 
theorem gives a well-known characterization of the unitary elements of 
G(W Q). 
THEOREM. If T is unitary on Wand TQ - QT is a Schmidt class operator 
on W then there exists a unitary gcG( W, Q) such that T = T(g). Conversely 
if g is a unitary element of G( W, Q) then T( g)Q - QT( g) is a Schmidt class 
operator on W. (See (4, 10, 211.) 
The complex structure i maps P- W onto P, W. If we let X = P, W as 
above, then the map I @ ( -i): P, W @ P- W + X @ 3c establishes a real 
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orthogonal equivalence between W and X @ X. The complex structure i 
on W becomes y -A [ 1 onX@XandPbecomes 
commutes with both P and i it follows that iQ has the matrix representation 
[ 1 t “, on X @ X. Since iQ is a complex structure it follows that A must be 
a complex structure on X. The matrix representation of Q is thus 
-i(iQ) = [ JA t]. Now consider the real orthogonal map D = 
o/m [ f !*I. Then D is a unitary map from 
to (X @ X, A @ (-A)), D [A -Y]D* 
D[ “* @* = [A -;I so that D diagonalizes Q. We will refer to (3c @ 
x, A @ (-A)) as the Q representation of W since Q is diagonal in this 
representation. 
One may verify without difficulty that 
T,, T,2 [ 1 T2, T22 
is the matrix of a P-orthogonal in the Q representation of W if and only if 
7?2T,2 + T;c,T22 = 0 TkkA = AT& k = 1,2, 
GT,2 + TIT,2 = I TkjA = -ATk, j Z k, (3.0) 
where A* is the adjoint relative to the real inner product on W. 
The operator Q - + TQ + is represented by the matrix 
I 0 1 1 T2, T22 
and is consequently invertible if and only if T22 is invertible. If T is 
P-orthogonal and Q _ T + Q + is invertible then an elementary calculation 
using (3.0) shows that 
Rd’[(T- l)(Q- T+ Q, )-' = lTy;;-', . 1 (3.1) 22 
When T22 is invertible we may factor T = L( l)L(2) as the product of two 
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P-orthogonals L(1) and L(2) given by 
TlJT2 T*2?22’ 
W) = * r 
[ 21 22 
I 
I 
9 
L(2) = f’ T” . [ 1 22 
(3.2) 
A straightforward calculation using (3.1) shows that 
R(l)Ef(L(l) - l)(Q- L(1) + Q, )-’ = Top 
[ 21 22 
T12;” , 1 
R(2)Ef(L(2) - l)(Q42) + Q, )-’ = ’ 1 1-T2;i . 
(3.3) 
We will say an element g E G(W, Q) is factorable if Q-T(g) + Q+ is 
invertible. In Lemma 3.0 we will see that if g E G( IV, Q) is factorable then 
T( g)Q - QT( g) is a Schmidt class operator on W. Suppose now that g is a 
factorable element of G( W, Q) and T( g)Q - QT( g) is in the Schmidt class. 
If we write T = T(g) then 
1 . 
Thus T,, and T2, are in the Schmidt class on X. Consulting (3.3) one sees 
immediately that R(1) is a Schmidt class operator on W. Since R( 1) is 
P-skew symmetric it follows that R(l)P is skew symmetric. Write 1 R(l)PI 
for the positive self-adjoint part of the polar decomposition of R(1)P. Let 
E(E) denote the orthogonal projection on the eigenvectors of 1 R( l)P 1 with 
eigenvalues greater than f > 0. For f > 0, E(E) is a finite rank projection. 
Since R( l)P is conjugate linear it follows that 1 R( l)P I is complex linear and 
hence that E(E) is also complex linear. Because R(l)P is skew symmetric it 
commutes with I R(l)P(. Thus E(c) also commutes with R(l)P. The opera- 
tor R( l)PE( E) is consequently skew symmetric and conjugate linear. If we 
now define R( 1, E) = R( l)E(E) (recall ,? = PEP) then R( 1, E) is a complex 
linear P-skew symmetric operator that has finite rank for c > 0. Since R(1) 
is in the Schmidt class it is not hard to see that lim,,O+ R(1, c) = R(1) (in 
the Schmidt norm!). The map 1 - Q- R( 1) is invertible and this implies 
that for E small enough we may define a P-orthogonal L(1, c) = (1 + Q + 
R(1, ~))(l - Q- R(l,c))-‘. Evidently s - lim,,,,, L(1, c) = L(1) (strong 
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convergence). Let {ek) be any complex orthonormal basis for E( c)W and 
define g(1, C) E G(W, Q) by: g(1, C) = F(Bexp{Z,R(l, c)Z, A ek). The Q- 
ordering map 8 is well defied since the sum in the exponential is finite and 
it is a consequence of Lemma 1.0 that T( g( 1, c)) = L( 1, c). 
Let A,( 3c) denote the subspace of algebraic tensors in A( 3c) (finite sums 
of finite products in X). Define a map 
I 
l-‘@(2)) =I+ : Q+L(2)@ *a-((2) . 
n=l ( ’ I 
If u E A,(W) and w E W then I7 L(2))F( w)u = F( L(2)w)T( ~72))~. 
Finally define g(c) = (g)g(l, r)T(L(2)), where (g)= (gl, 1). For u E 
A,(X) and w E W we have 
g(@(w)u = F@(L w2)w)g(+ (3.4) 
The following lemma will be used to prove infinite-dimensional versions 
of Theorems 2.1, 2.3, 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.0. Suppose g is a factorable element of G( W, Q). Then T(g)Q 
- QT( g ) is a Schmidt class operator on W and if u E A,( X ) we have 
lim,,o+ g(c)u = go. Furthermore I( = IIg1112det(I + IT,2T2,‘12)-1’2. 
Proof: Write T = T(g). First we show that TQ - QT is a Schmidt class 
operator. Since g E G( W, Q) we have in particular gF( w)l = F(Tw)gl for 
w E W. It follows that F(Tw)gl = 0 if w E Q- W = 0 633 X. Let gl = 
Zr=,,s2,,, where &, is a homogeneous tensor of degree n. Since F(T(0 $ w)) 
= -- aj(?,,w) + a(‘f,,w) it follows that 
a*(T12w)s2,-, + a(T22w)52,+, = 0 w E X, 
a(T,,w)Q, = 0 w E 3c. 
n = 1,2,..., 
Since g is factorable T22 is invertible and we have 
a*(T,,T,,‘w)fi,,-, + a(w)G,+, = 0 w E x, 
a(w)&!, = 0 
n = 1,2,..., 
w E 3c. (3.5) 
Let {ek) denote a A-complex orthonormal basis for 3c. Then 
52, = Zk(sl,, ek)ek = &(a(e,)Sl,, l)e, = 0. 
Since 52, = (l/n)&a*(ek)[a(ek)S&] it follows from (3.5) and &, = 0 that 
52, = 0 for all odd n. 
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If g is not identically 0 then gl # 0 and consequently &, # 0. Using (3.5) 
one finds 
But II G, II ’ < cc and it follows that T,,T,; ’ is in the Schmidt class. Thus 
T12 is also a Schmidt class operator. 
If g E G( IV, Q) then g* E G( W, Q)(T(g*) = T(g)*). Repeating the 
argument above for g* instead of g one finds that T,, must be a Schmidt 
class operator. Since 
- 2TlZ 
o 1 
this finishes the proof that TQ - QT is in the Schmidt class. 
The construction above for g(t) makes sense and we prove next that 
g( r )1 converges as c + 0 + . Since 
it is obvious that 1 R( l)P ( and hence also E(e) commutes with Q. Evidently 
Q + E(c) projects onto the subspace of eigenvectors for 1 T12T2; ’1 with 
eigenvalues h > e. Since T12 T2; ’ is skew symmetric and conjugate linear it 
follows that the null space N * of T12T2; ’ and the orthogonal complement 
N are each invariant under both T,,T,;’ and A. On N let J denote the 
orthogonal part of the polar decomposition of T,,T,; ‘. Since T12T2; ’ is 
skew symmetric with a trivial null space (on N ) it follows that J2 = -I (on 
N). Since T12T2;’ is normal J commutes with ) T,,T,; ’ I restricted to N. One 
may also prove without difficulty that IT,,T,; ‘) is complex linear and 
JA + A J = 0 on N. Now 1T,2T2; ’I is a Schmidt class operator on X so the 
spectral theorem guarantees the existence of a complex orthonormal basis 
{uk} for N such that IT,,T,;‘Ju, = A,+. Since J commutes with IT12T2;‘l 
it leaves the eigenspace of IT12T2; ‘I invariant. Furthermore 
(JUk, Q)= s(Ju,, uk) - is(AJu,, uk) = 0 
since both J and A J are skew symmetric (recall s( *, .) is the real part of the 
inner product on 3c). It is clear then that we may choose a set of 
eigenvectors uk for jT12T2; ‘1 with eigenvalues h, such that {uk, Jo,} is a 
complex orthonormal basis for N. Using the fact that Bexp $Z,R(l, c)Z, A 
ek is actually independent of the choice of basis {ek} for E(c)W one may 
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verify without difficulty that 
g(e)1 = (g)F(Bexp tZ,R(l, r)e, A e,)l 
= (g)expfh~~[h,u*(Ju~)u*(u~) + ~k~*(J2uk)W~k$ 
k 
= (g> exp 
[ 
2 h~*Wd~*h) 1 1 h, >f = (g>*rI,(’ + ~k~*wkb*h))l. (34 
k 
For the last equality we used the fact that u*(Ju,)u*(u,) and 
a*( Juk)u*( uk) commute for all 1 and k and (a*( Ju,)u*( ok))’ = 0 for all k. 
Now suppose the eigenvalues A, are ordered A, 1 A, L A, . * . . If c > C’ > 0 
are given and c L A,2 A,+, .. . L A,, > C’ includes all the eigenvalues X 
such that c I h > C’ then 
The sum on the right is an orthogonal sum and 
/I 
I-I 
X,u*(Ju,)u*(u,)k~, (1 + X,u*(Ju,)u*(u,))l 
II 
Therefore 
IIg(e’)l - g(c)ll12= (g)2 i q;i; (1 + A%). 
I=t?l 
Since IZc,A’, < 00, it follows that (g)211LI’,(1 + Ai) is uniformly 
bounded by some constant c, and hence that II g(t’)l - g(c)1 II ’ I cZ~,,,& 
We conclude that lim,,,, g(e)1 dzfs2 E A(K) exists and from (3.6) it 
follows that I( g ) I2 = II gl II 2 det( I + 1 T,2T22 ’ 1 2)- ‘1’. Because 
g(c)Ow,) * * *F(w,)l = F(L(1, r)L(2)w,) * * *F(L(l, e)L(Z)w,)g(c)l and s 
- lim,d+ L( 1, e)L(2) = T it follows that g( c)u converges as c + 0 + for 
o E A,(X), and furthermore that F(Tw)Q = lim,,,,+ g(c)F(w)l = 0 for 
w E W- . The argument at the beginning of this proof shows that 52 is 
determined up to multiplication by a constant by the property F(Tw)Q = 0, 
w E W- . Thus 52 = agl. However, (g(c)) = (g) for all c > 0 and lim,,,,, 
(g(c)) = lim C-0+ (g(r)l, I)= (Q, 1) so that (gl, l)= (8, l), which im- 
plies a = 1. Finally since lim,,o+ g(c)1 = gl and s - lim,,o+ L(1, c)L(2) 
= Tit follows that g(c)0 converges to go for u E A,(K). Cl 
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THEOREM 3.0. Suppose g E G( W, Q) is factorable and F( -) is the Q-Fock 
representation of L?( W, P). If wj E W(j = 1,. . . , m) then 
(Fb, -a -w,)gFb,+, -.+d>= (g)pfG, 
where G is the m X m skew symmetric matrix with entries above the diagonal 
given by 
Gjk= (Q+<l - RQ-)wk, “j> lrj<kz%I, 
= (Q+<l + RQ+hv “i> lIjll<klm, 
=((l-Q-R)Q+w,,?) I+llj<klm. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.0, 
(Fb, -~w,kFb,+, -T,,)>= c+F+ (Fh --w,k(+‘h+, .-w,n)>. 
Moving the factor I(L(2)) in g(r) to the right using I( L(2))F(w) = 
F( L(2)w)I’(L(2)) and I’(L(2))l = 1 and then applying Theorem 2.1 one 
finds 
where G(E) is the m X m skew symmetric matrix with entries above the 
diagonal given by 
Gj/JE) = (Q+ (1 - R(l, c)Q- )“‘k, q) lIj<kII, 
= (Q, (1 + W c)Q+ MW,, “i) l~j<I<k<m, 
= ((1 - Q- R(L c>>Q- Ww,, Low,) I+ l~j<klm. 
Passing to the limit c + 0 + and using the identity 
R = R(2) + (Q-L(2)-’ + Q, )R(l)(Q+ L(2) + Q- >, 
one obtains the formula for Gjk in the theorem. 0 
The formula 
R = ~(2) + (Q- W-’ + Q+ )W(Q+ ~(2) + Q- ) 
is generally true whenever T = L(1),!(2) and L(2) commutes with Q. In the 
following generalizations the “reduced” matrix AR dzf R - R(2) will play a 
role akin to that of R in the finite-dimensional situation. The matrix form 
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for AR is 
[ 
0 T&G- ' 
T22%1 0 1 
In the proof of the next two theorems we will approximate (g, - * -g,,) by 
(g,(c,) * * ‘&(%)). 1 n order to insure the applicability of the finite- 
dimensional results we will need to know that (g,(e,) * - .g,(e,)) # 0. 
Suppose then that g, is a factorable element of G( W, Q) (Ii = 1,. . . , n) and 
(gd. . -g,) # 0. Choose a sequence e”(j) > 0 such that lirn+,-&i) = 0 
j= 1,2,... . 
For the sake of an inductive definition suppose that positive sequences 
;/+ ,m * * * 9 en(j) have been chosen so that limi+,r,(j) = 0, k = 1 + 
T---T n. Choose cl(j) > 0 so that lim+,e,(j) = 0 and 
Kg1 *3m+,(~,+,(.i)) ~xlkrmw 
The strong convergence of gi( E) to gi on A,(X) makes the choice of such 
sequences possible and it is obvious that 
and 
(d4)) - -g,(4)))+ 0 i = 1,2,... . 
To simplify notation we will write gk(e) = gk(Ek( j)), gk(l, E) = 
gk( 1, E,J j)), and so on, with the understanding that the multiindex e tends 
to zero through the sequence just described. 
We define L to be the n X n block matrix with entries 
L lm = -Q+ L/+,(2). . .4,z-1(‘4 m21-k2, 
= -Q+ m=l+l, 
=o m = I, 
= -lc;, m < 1. 
We write AR for the n X n block diagonal matrix with AR,,,, = 6,,AR, 
where AR,,, = R,,, - R,(2). 
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The regularized det, which appears in the following theorem is defined in 
[ 191. We refer the reader to this paper for the properties of det 2 that we will 
use. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose g, is a factorable element of G( W, Q) for each 
k = l,..., n. Then if (g, .. .g,)#Owehaue 
(a - - %A2 = kfi, (gd2det2(l + LAN. 
Proof. As noted above, 
(g, * * *s,>= ci$&w * * *Em). (3.7) 
We will now use Theorem 2.3 to compute (g,(c) * . *g,(E)). To proceed 
we require the following result. Suppose U is a bounded invertible P- 
orthogonal on W such that UQ = QU. Suppose g E G( W, Q) such that 
R(g) = (T(g) - l)(Q- T(g) + Q, )-’ has finite rank. Then g’ = 
r(U)gr(U -I) extends from a densely defined operator on A,(X) to an 
element of G(W, Q) with T(g’) = UT(g)U-’ and R(g’) = UR(g)U-‘. 
The only part of this result that is not immediate is that g’ is in G( W, Q). 
However, R( g’) = UR( g)U -r has finite rank so the construction in Lemma 
1.0 applies and we may conclude that g’ is a bounded operator. We write 
&AL 4 = g,(l, 4 k=l 
= wm * * *&,(2))g(L 4 
I+&(2) -L;‘(2)), k = 2,...,n. 
Then 
(3-8) 
We may now use Theorem 2.3 to evaluate (g;(l, E) . . .g;(l, E)) with the 
result 
where A(1) is defined in Theorem 2.3 and R’( 1, E) is the n X n block 
diagonal matrix with entries R;,( 1, E) = S,,R( gL( 1, E)). To apply the finite- 
dimensional result we simply note that (for fixed E) there exists a finite- 
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dimensional P and Q invariant complex linear subspace of W on the 
orthogonal complement o which each R;( 1, E) (k = 1, . . en) vanishes iden- 
tically. 
Let C denote the n X n block diagonal matrix with entries 
C,, = 4,[Q- L,(2) + Q+] m= 1, 
= &A(2) . .4,-,@)[Q- &n(2) + Q+] m> 1. 
Now define D = c*. Then, 
D(I+A(I)R’(I,E))D-’ =I+[DA(l)C][C-‘R’(l,c)D-‘1. 
But DA(l)C = L, C-‘R’(1, E)D-' = AR(E), and the determinant is a simi- 
larity invariant so we have 
(g;(l,r)...gL(l,r))* = det(l+ LAR(6)). 
Since Tr( LAR( 1, E)) = 0 it follows that 
(g;(l,r) . ..gA(l.~))’ = det,(I+ LAR(c)). (3.9) 
Finally we observe that since AR(r) converges in Schmidt norm to AR as 
c + 0 and det *(l + K) is continuous in K in the Schmidt norm [ 191 the 
theorem follows directly from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.9). 0 
Before we give an infinite-dimensional version of Theorem 2.4 we prepare 
some notation. The following definition is motivated by the fact that in 
finite dimensions a factorable element of G(W, Q) always has an even 
normal ordered form in the Q-Fock representation. 
DEFINITION. If g is a factorable element of G( W, Q), w, E W (I = 
1 ) . . . m), and F( .) is the Q-Fock representation of &?(W, P) then 
:F(w, -a * w,,Jg: is defined inductively by 
:F(w, --w,,,)g: 
= u*(Q+ w,):F(w, . . -w,,,)g:+ (-l)“?F(w,...w,)g:a(fi) 
:g:= g. 
Suppose g is a factorable element of G( W, Q) and g(E) = (g) 
g( 1, c)lY( L(2)) as above. It is a simple matter to verify that 
:F(w, -. ,w,,,)g(r):= (g):F(w;. * *wA)g(l, +I-(L(2)), (3.10) 
where w; = (Q- L(2) + Q, )w,. We will use this in the proof of the 
following result :
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose g, is a factorable element of G( W, Q) (k = 
1 , . . . n). Let u,(k) E W(1 = 1,. . . , I(k)) and define 
h, = :f’(u,(k) . - .u,&))gk: k = l,...,n. 
If (g, . - -g,)# 0 then 
(h, ** -h,)= (8, -‘-g,)pfH, 
where H is the I X 1 (1 = &l(k)) skew symmetric matrix with entries above 
the diagonal given by 
H(i, a; k, a) = -((I + LAR)-‘Ll,(up(k)), ‘i( u,(i) 1)~ 
whereiIk,a= l,..., l(i),andB=l,..., l(k)anda<Bwheni=k.The 
map Ik is the injection of W into the k’th slot in (W CB * . * @ W), and the 
innerproduct in the definition of H(i, a; k, p) is(x, @ * * . ax”, y, @ * . * f-By,> 
= x:&k, Yk). 
Proof The strategy for the proof is precisely the same as the preceding 
proof. Let u(k) = u,(k) . s .ulCk)(k). Then 
(h, ** .h,)= pz(:F(u(l))g,(c): -*-:F(u(n))g,(e):). 
Using (3.9) on each factor : F( u(k))gk(e):, substituting the result in 
(: I;(u(l)k,(c): * * . : F( u( n))g,(e):), and then moving the operators I’( L,(2)) 
to the right one obtains 
= ii (:F(w(l))g;(l,c): . . ..F(w(n))g~(l.~):>, (3.11) 
( I 
where w(k) = w,(k) . . -w,{,,(k) and w,(k) = ckku,(k) (see the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 for the definition of c and g’( 1, e)). 
Applying Theorem 2.4 one finds 
(:F(w(l))g;(l,c): --.:F(w(n))gjJJl,~):) 
= ML 0 * * -&(L e))l?fH(e), (3.12) 
where H(E) is the 1 X 1 skew symmetric matrix with entries above the 
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i 5 k, a = 1,. . . , Z(i), and /.I = 1,. . . , l(k), and (r c p when i = k. 
We may substitute u,(m) for w,(m) in this last formula provided we 
replace (I + A(l)R’(l, 6)))‘A(1) by 
C*(1 + A(l)R’(l, E))Y4(1)C 
= D(z + A(~)R’(~,E))-‘D-‘DA(l)C = (I + LAZ+))-‘L. 
Combining (3.10) and (3.11) then passing to the limit z + 0 the theorem 
follows. cl 
Theorem 3.1 yields formulas for the n-point functions of the two- 
dimensional Ising model below T,. Above T, a combination of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 is necessary [15]. 
A direct infinite-dimensional generalization of Theorem 2.4 is likely but 
does not seem to follow simply from Theorem 3.2. A useful direct generali- 
zation of Theorem 2.3 is not likely. The operator Tz2 - Z is not even 
compact in the unitary case (although ( Tz2 1 - Z is trace class). 
Other factorizations of T(g) are possible. The particular choice in (3.2) 
was motivated by the desire to produce formulas that require at worst the 
calculation of T2; ’ (a calculation feasible in the Ising model by the 
Wiener- Hopf method). 
For remarks on natural generalizations to the spin representations of the 
symplectic group see [ 161. 
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